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Phi Ratio Rapture  
How the notion of the a ‘Rapture’ or the Rapture as in the Blessed Hope is tied to the Equinox eclipse sequences is based on where the eclipse on 
March 20, 2015 occurs in the Mazzaroth or Zodiac. In other words, what constellations are in the background when this Equinox eclipse occurs? This 
study strongly suggests that the imagery that is depicted at the very time and place against the backdrop of the Jewish New Year and total solar eclipse 
on the Equinox is depicting a Rapture event, as least astronomically. Since it culminates and corresponds the religious New Year of YHVH, it highlights 
an end and a beginning time marker. The total solar eclipse occurs in Pisces, in-between Aquarius that is pouring his waters of judgment down to Earth 
as the Fish hitches a ride on the back of Pegasus with Andromeda, the Chained Woman in swift flight going up. As noted in other studies related to this 
imagery, it appears that such a sequence is to be one single event or encompassing a simultaneous rendering. This would concur with the Biblical notion 
of such a scenario in the Last Days when the world would be saying, ‘Peace, Peace then Sudden Destruction’, etc.  

Main Sources  
NASA.gov 
theAstronomer.org 
TimeandDate.com 
Wikipedia.com 
 
 
 
 

DAYS OF NOAH 

From Adam to birth of Noah = 10 Generations   
(year ~1050) 

    2015-16 = 60th Generation since Adam   70 Generation completed by end of 7000 years  

ANTEDILUVIAN AGE 

ISRAEL 
(Legal) 

Equinox Eclipse Code 
Actual Eclipse      Actual Year Actual Event 
‘Countup’           ‘Countdown’ Prophetic Time Marker 
-1929 BC           1929 AD Stock Market Crash – Rosh HaShana 
-1948 BC           1948 AD Israel became a nation 
-1967 BC           1967 AD Israel regains Old Jerusalem – Temple Mount 
-1994 BC           1994 AD Comet collides with Jupiter – Last 7-7-7 Shmitah 
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120 JUBILEES X 50 YEARS  = 6000 YEARS 
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40 JUBILEE PROPHETIC YEARS 

(Time of Testing) 
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 3 2 1  Jubilee countdown 

    1878-1917-1966     40 x 3 = 120 year coefficient 

= 50 years 
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    1        2        3       4        5         6        7        8         9      10 

50 years = 1 Jubilee 

49 x 120 Jubilees = 5,880 - 6000 = 120 years or 3 Jubilees left 

7  
Jubilees 

40 JUBILEE PROPHETIC YEARS 

(Time of Testing) 
33 

Jubilees 

40 JUBILEE PROPHETIC YEARS 

(Time of Testing) 

120 Disciples @ Pentecost 50th day = 1 Jubilee 
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592 619  722 52 
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1140 1159 

19 YEARS 

483  
YEARS 

483 / 7 =  
69  

YEARS 

T T 

1643 1662 

19 YEARS 

T 

2015 

Medieval Times Ancient time Modern Times 

TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE PATTERNS - KEYS TO THE RAPTURE TIMING  
VERNAL EQUINOX ECLIPSES 

The purpose of this study is to present the following illustration that will depict the pattern of the Vernal or Spring Equinox eclipses in human history. The pattern will only designate the eclipses that are solar, total and occur on the Equinox. The rationale behind this investigation of the peculiar attributes of the pattern comes from the total solar eclipse that occurs on March 20, 2015. 
How unique is this astronomical occurrence? Is it Biblically prophetic? This study will suggest that the March 20, 2015 Equinox eclipse is the last of the millennia of time since creation and before the Millennial reign of Jesus. According to NASA’s best calculations, only 9 have occurred before Jesus Christ and only 9 have occurred after Christ. Only 2 others total solar eclipses occur 
during an Equinox in the next 1000 years, one in 2034 and the next one after that some 400 years later. The point is that the total solar eclipse of March 20, 2015 is the last in the series since recorded history spanning ~4000 years before Christ and ~2000 years after Christ. The reason why this particular solar eclipse could be of any possible prophetic significance is that it occurs 

positionally in-between the 2nd and 3rd Blood Moon of the Tetrad of 2014-15. As other studies on this very subject of the Equinox eclipse, it does appear to be some peculiarities considering the planetary alignments, dates and numbers corresponding to it. In terms of time, the Equinox eclipse is only 15 days away from the 3rd Blood Moon of April 4th, 2015. What is amazing to  
consider is that the Equinox Eclipse is 360 hours from the 3rd Blood Moon. This 360 coefficient is the base of Jewish reckoning of time according to the revelation of YHVH and His measure of how time is measured. Astronomically this number of 360 is the circumference of the Earth at which the Equinox is at 0°0°. Thus in one estimation, the factors of pi and phi come into play.  

The illustration will show these incredible segments of there being Equinox total solar eclipses occur in a cryptic sequence. This apparent Equinox code has its counterpart in their mirrored dated, not eclipse though of a similar countdown prophetically in the Last Days. 
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End from the Beginning 
What this study is suggesting is that the Equinox eclipse pattern 

of human history has within its timeline the ‘DNA’ of the very 
signature of the ‘birth’ of YHVH’s Earthly nation, Israel. It  

appears that sequence of years or timing of when the exclusive 
Equinox eclipses occur are in ‘code’ fashion. For instance the 

whole timeline series is like a bookend bracketed with -1948 BC 
and 1948 AD dates in one instance. The date of -1948 BC is to 
many calculated to be related to the birth of Abraham, the first 
man in which YHVH made a Holy Covenant of the promises to 

include the land of Israel, the birthright and bloodline of the 
Messiah, the Seed of the Woman.  

Moreover this code, both with the actual Equinox eclipse  
sequence and the prophetic dates related to Israel are subject 
and conform to the laws of the phi ratio proportions. The pattern 
of the Equinox total solar eclipses will show that the first 4 after 
the Flood of Noah occur on the Equinox centered on Abram. It 
appears that it is sort of a verse ‘countdown’ or ‘countup’. This 
sequence of the particular cluster of Equinox eclipses start to 
occur approximately 300 years after the Flood of Noah. The 
sequence is as follows: -1929 BC, -1948 BC, -1967 BC, and -
1994 BC. This sequence in years and eclipses exactly mirror the 
end in this last generation of 1929, 1948, 1967, and 1994. This 
specific Equinox eclipse pattern is as though it is a ‘countdown’. 
This is in the context of YHVH’s time markers such as Abram, 
Israel, Christ, the Church and Daniels’ last prophetic week.  

What is unique about the Equinox eclipse of March 20, 2015 as far as eclipses go and that there is a New Year every year is that the planetary 
alignment, the total solar eclipse on the New Year and the Equinox are all synchronized at the same time and in the phi ratio. In theory, this study 
suggests that time and motion are themselves subjects to the laws of the phi ratio. The phi ratio comes into play as it is evidently part of these 
‘codes’ of creation. In the scope of the whole human history timeline, the pattern the phi ratio is pegged at the Flood of Noah. When the phi ratio 
spiral is superimposed onto the timeline, the end point is 2015.  

It should be noted that NASA does not calculate the timing of the Equinoxes beyond -999 BC. Thus these beyond -999 BC 
are subject to being 100% verification although based on prior and definite calculations, the likelihood of these dates being 
100% accurate reaches 99.9%. What can further be elaborated prophetically in terms of interpretation is that this sequence 
series if pivoted on the fulcrum of the crucifixion of Jesus. Thus with Christ in the middle, one could construe a Menorah 
type of illustration and connotation astronomically. This would render the 3 occurrences involving the 19 years as the 3 
branches on either side of Christ as a mirror to itself as the series occurs at its ends.  

Before Christ 
-1967 to -1948 = 27 years 
-1948 to -1929 = 19 years 
-1427 to -1408 = 19 years 
 

After Christ 
  592 to   619 = 27 years 
1140 to 1159 = 19 years 
1643 to 1662 = 19 years 

CHURCH  
AGE 

T = Total solar eclipse occurring on the Equinox 



1                                           288                                         576                                          864              (1007.5)           1152                                       1440                                        1728                                        2016                                      2304 
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TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE PATTERN - ECHOES OF DANIEL’S 70 WEEKS 
VERNAL EQUINOX ECLIPSES 

Medieval Times 

Main Sources 
NASA.gov 
theAstronomer.org 
TimeandDate.com 
Wikipedia.com 
 
 
 
 

DAYS OF NOAH 

 7 CHURCH AGE 
(Ecclesiastical) 

The Mystery Age 
Time of the Gentiles 
The Bride of Christ 

Pentecostal Intermission 

    From Adam to birth of Noah = 10 Generations   
(year ~1050) 

    2015-16 = 60th Generation since Adam   70 Generation completed by end of 7000 years  

Ancient time 

40 JUBILEE PROPHETIC YEARS 

(Time of Testing) 

(Messianic) 
The Kingdom 

The Perfect Age 
The Fullness of Times 

120 JUBILEES  PATTERN 
AFTER 2 DAYS THE 3RD DAY 

                 EPHESUS                                         SMYRNA                                        PERGAMON                                      THYATIRA                                         SARDIS                                     PHILADELPHIA                                  LAODICEA 

40 JUBILEE PROPHETIC YEARS 

(Time of Testing) 

= 50 years 

49 x 120 Jubilees = 5,880 - 6000 = 120 

49 x 120 Jubilees = 5,880 - 6000 = 120 years or 3 Jubilees left 

40 JUBILEE PROPHETIC YEARS 

(Time of Testing) 

The rationale behind this investigation of the peculiar attributes of the pattern comes from the total solar eclipse that occurs on March 20, 2015. How unique is this astronomical occurrence? Is it Biblically prophetic? This study will suggest that the March 20, 2015 Equinox eclipse is the last of the millennia of time since creation and before the Millennial reign of Jesus. According to 
NASA’s best calculations, only 9 have occurred before Jesus Christ and only 9 have occurred after Christ. Only 2 others total solar eclipses occur during an Equinox in the next 1000 years, one in 2034 and the next one after that some 400 years later. The point is that the total solar eclipse of March 20, 2015 is the last in the series since recorded history spanning ~4000 years before 
Christ and ~2000 years after Christ. What is unique about the Equinox eclipse of March 20, 2015 as far as eclipses go and that there is a New Year every year is that the planetary alignment, the total solar eclipse on the New Year and the Equinox are all synchronized at the same time and in the phi ratio. In theory, this study suggests that time and motion are themselves subjects to 
the laws of the phi ratio. The phi ratio comes into play as it is evidently part of these ‘codes’ of creation. In the scope of the whole human history timeline, the pattern the phi ratio is pegged at the Flood of Noah. When the phi ratio spiral is superimposed onto the timeline, the end point is 2015. How all this counting, Equinox and prophetic events tie in to 2015 is that the 21 year literal 
countdown of the last 3 Shmitah sequence since 1994 converge on Rosh HaShana 2015. The other aspect as noted is that in 2015 the last Equinox eclipse occurs. This is based on using as the template the 6000 year timeline dispensation in which the last 70th Week of Years is to be completed at the end of the 7-7-7 countdown. This would mean that the time after 2022 would be 

within the subsequent prophetic Millennial Kingdom in which the Equinox pair of the 2015 eclipse occurs 19 years later in 2034. Another astonishing astronomical pattern has to do with how the Equinox eclipses occur only in the constellation of Pisces since Christ.  
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1 LONG JUBILEE = 49 PROPHETIC YEARS 

49 years / 7 periods = 7 

Modern Times 

w/h = √3  265/153 

Width 
Height 

[120 Cycles of Time x 50 Pentecosts] = 6000 years 

Fish caught 153 code: [153 Fishes - 120 Disciples] = 33 

153 = 1 + 5 + 3 = 9 or (3 + 3 + 3) 

Suggesting end of Church Age 

 

                 Apostolic                                        Persecuted                                    Compromised                                         Legal                                                Dead                                          Missionary                                          Apostate 

Will such a mirrored series of years that a total solar eclipse 
occurred on the very Equinox of ancient times signal that 
indeed the ‘end’ will be like the ‘beginning’ and the beginning 
is to be like the end? Will this time or season prophetically see 
the end of the Church Age and the re-beginning with Israel 
i.e., Daniel’s last 7 year week of years? The point is that if the 
Equinox eclipse pattern is valid and reliable, the very ‘last’ one 
that occurs on March 20, 2015 is on YHVH’s religious New 
Year. This is extremely significant as perhaps a prophetic 
‘ending and beginning’ is to occur.  

19 YEARS 

In the case of the specific study of the pattern of selected solar eclipses that are total and occur only on the Equinox, prophetically it mirrors the end and beginning of human history since Creation. On another level such pattern that may also be incorporated in the  
timeline are prophetic. There is a set of 3 times that the number 19 occurs in the pattern before Christ and a set of a 19 year difference that occurs 3 times after Christ. For example, the Equinox eclipse patterns of human history shows that time is subject to mathematical 
variable such as Daniel’s ‘code’ of 483 year pattern of time. Such a prophetic patter is amazingly also incorporated within the segments of the 9 Equinox eclipses after Jesus. This 483 year span of time occurs in-between Equinox eclipse 6 and 7 after Christ, in 1159 AD 
to 1643 AD. This year coefficient between Equinox eclipses mirrors the actual one proclaimed to Daniel before Christ. This is along the lines of the same principle of having the 4 literal Equinox eclipses ‘count-up’ around the time of Abram and how it mirrors the prophetic 
events of their corresponding years centered around Israel in the Last Days.  What can be calculated in the timeline is astonishing. The timeline also shows that the exclusive Equinox eclipse pattern has a repeating cycle of Rapture years since the Flood of Noah,  
particularly 3 in nature. From the phi ratio code and template seen upon the timeline of human history, 2 of these Raptures have occurred already, 1 is yet to occur. Astonishingly, based on the phi ratio model, it corresponds to 2015. What is also amazing to consider if 
that if the phi ratio of time is pegged to 2 distinct Rapture events, that of the translation of the LORD on Ascension Day, 10 days prior to Pentecost and to the translation of Elijah approximately -750 BC.  


